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buttermilk outside walk in 38

ambient '' 43

chicken hot hold 141

eggs '' 166

raw chicken breading station 39

gravy steam table 167

sausage '' 160

burger final cook 170

chicken '' 205

ambient cooler at register 31

tomato walk in 37

ham walk in 38

ham traulsen 2 door 39

chicken '' 38

water 3 comp 153

quat-ppm bucket/3 comp 200-300 300

sepperson@ckr.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  HARDEE'S #1500479 Establishment ID:  3034012654

Date:  05/17/2022  Time In:  10:35 AM  Time Out:  2:00 PM

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

3 2-201.11 (A), B), (C), and (E) Responsibility of Permit Holder, Person in Charge and Conditional Employees (P) - Establishment
does not have updated employee reporting agreement that includes nontyphoidal Salmonella. Food employees shall report to the
person in charge information about their health and activities as they relate to foodborne illnesses, including 5 symptoms of
foodborne illness and the 6 reportable illnesses. CDI- New employee reporting agreement provided by REHS.

5 2-501.11 Clean-up of Vomiting and Diarrheal Event (Pf) - Establishment does not have written procedures for vomiting and
diarrheal events. A food establishment shall have written procedures for employees to follow when responding to vomiting or
diarrheal events onto the surfaces in the food establishment. The procedures shall address the specific actions employees must
take to minimize the spread of contamination and the exposure of employees, consumers, food, and surfaces to vomit or feces.
CDI- Handout provided by REHS.

6 2-401.11 Eating, Drinking, or Using Tobacco (C)- Food employee chewing gum. Employees shall eat, drink, or use any form of
tobacco only in designated area to prevent cross contamination. Gum is by definition, a food and should not be chewed while
working in the kitchen. 

8 2-301.14 When to Wash (P)- Employee entered kitchen, did not wash hands and made a coffee in single service cup. Employee
was scratching at face and nose and continued working without washing hands. Employees shall wash hands after touching bare
human body parts other than clean hands and clean, exposed portions of arms, and immediately before
engaging in FOOD preparation including working with exposed FOOD, clean EQUIPMENT and UTENSILS, and unwrapped
SINGLE-SERVICE and SINGLE-USE ARTICLES. CDI-Both employees were educated and hands were washed. 

40 2-303.11 Prohibition - Jewelry (C)/2-402.11 Effectiveness - Hair Restraints (C)- One employee wearing rings and one without
beard restraint. Except for a plain ring such as a wedding band, while preparing FOOD, FOOD EMPLOYEES may not wear
jewelry including medical information jewelry on their arms and hands. FOOD EMPLOYEES shall wear hair restraints such as
hats, hair coverings or nets, beard restraints, and clothing that covers body hair, that are designed and worn to effectively keep
their hair from contacting exposed FOOD;
clean EQUIPMENT, UTENSILS, and LINENS; and unwrapped SINGLESERVICE and SINGLE-USE ARTICLES. 

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C)- Floor panels in walk in cooler and threshold from walk in cooler
to walk in freezer are lifting. Rubber coming off of wheels on biscuit oven. Ice on fan box in outside walk in cooler. Recaulk hand
sink near chicken breading station. Drink machine operates with ice bin open. Rusting shelves inside traulsen cooler on line.
Maintain equipment in a state of repair. 

48 4-501.14 Warewashing Equipment, Cleaning Frequency (C)- Clean middle vat of 3 compartment sink. Staining present from
what appears to be tea or coffee. Warewashing equipment shall be cleaned: before use, throughout the day at a frequency
necessary to prevent recontamination of EQUIPMENT and UTENSILS and to ensure that the EQUIPMENT performs its intended
function, and, if used, at least every 24 hours.

49 4-602.13 Nonfood Contact Surfaces (C)- Clean the following: top shelf in walk in cooler, table and gas line at flat top grill,
microwave, traulsen two door cooler on line, tracks of burger freezer, sesame seeds from oven, biscuit cooler, small drive
through cooler. Non-food contact surfaces of equipment shall be cleaned at frequency to prevent accumulation of soil residue.

51 5-205.15 (B) Maintain a plumbing system in good repair. - Three compartment sink will not turn off without use of secondary
valve. Repair sink to function as intended. //5-202.14 Backflow Prevention Device, Design Standard (P)- Can wash with splitter
valve does not have enough backflow prevention to protect the water supply. A backflow or backsiphonage prevention device
installed on a water supply system shall meet American Society of Sanitary Engineering (A.S.S.E.) standards for construction,
installation, maintenance, inspection, and testing for that specific application and type of device. Install a backflow prevention
device on the side of the splitter that is not connected to the chemical tower to be in compliance with current standards.
Verification required of installation by May 20 to Nora Sykes. Contact information provided. 

53 6-501.18 Cleaning of Plumbing Fixtures (C)- Cleaning needed on urinal and minor cleaning needed on toilet in men's room.



Clean hand sink behind flat top grill in kitchen. 

55 6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods (C)- Toilet seat in ladies room peeling, caulk
toilet to floor in ladies room. Fill holes in wall at right of 3 comp sink where sink was replaced. A few cracked floor tiles in kitchen
and in outdoor shed. Some low grout under clean dish storage shelving in kitchen. // 6-501.114 Maintaining Premises,
Unnecessary Items and Litter (C)- Remove unused items from outdoor shed. The establishment shall maintain a premises which
is free of items that are unnecessary to the operation or maintenance of the establishment, such as litter or equipment that is
nonfunctional or no longer used. 

Additional Comments
Outside walk in cooler with ambient of 43F. May have been in defrost. Ice build up on fan box. Food inside was at 38 (buttermilk and
onion were checked, all foods were packaged). Asked that management keep a close watch on cooler for possibility of malfunction. 

Three compartment sink has been replaced. Dimensions 18x24x14 with 22 in drainboard 102'' total length.


